Numerology Sessions
Full Numerology Session 90 Minutes $180
This session is your Personal Numerology chart that is calculated using your birth date and
your name at birth. It is an in depth reading that explains your soul’s intention for you in this
lifetime and gives you insight into energy that you have used in past lifetimes. It validates who
you are as a person by explaining your gifts and abilities and assists you in understanding and
overcoming any potential challenges. It explains your life purpose and what you are destined
for and a clear pathway to achieve it. Starting at the day you were born and continuing to the
present the Full Numerology Session helps explain your life’s experiences and empowers you to
make the best possible use of your future.
All sessions are done over the phone.

Relationship Compatibility Session 60 Minutes $144
This session explores the dynamics of a relationship by examining the Numerology of both
people’s charts. By looking at the numbers, we can see the potential for long term compatibility by examining your strengths and weaknesses side by side. This session is a good way to
address issues or questions in an existing relationship or a potential relationship. This is not
just for romantic relationships. This is also very valuable for other relationships, i.e. work, friends
or family. By seeing and knowing the other person’s energy, you have a greater understanding
of how they operate and show up in their relationship with you. This information is powerful. All
sessions are done over the phone.

Current Numerology Overview 60 Minutes $144
Much like the Full Numerology Session, this session explains your soul’s intention for you in this
lifetime and gives you insight into energy that you have used in past lifetimes. It validates who
you are as a person by explaining your gifts and abilities and assists you in understanding and
overcoming any potential challenges. It explains your life purpose and what you are destined
for and a clear pathway to achieve it. Instead of going back to the day that you were born, it
focuses on the energy that is affecting you right now so that you can understand and utilize
those opportunities available and overcome your current challenges. All sessions are done
over the phone.

Child’s Numerology Chart 30-60 Minutes $99
Ideal for parents. This session covers your child’s Numerology using their birth date and their
name at birth. It is an in depth reading that explains their soul’s intention for them in this lifetime and gives you insight into energy that they have used in past lifetimes. It explains who
they are as a person by explaining their gifts and abilities and it assists you in understanding
and supporting them through their challenges. It starts at the day they were born and continues to the present and goes into the future. The Full Numerology Session helps explains their
life’s experiences and prepares you to support them in creating the best possible future. All
sessions are done over the phone.

A Custom Designed Session 60 Minutes $144 or 30 Minutes $82
This session can be anything you need it to be. Perhaps you’d like to spend your time discussing a specific area (or areasyou’re your life. Maybe you would like to discuss a business name
or suitable career. You could look at possible dates for a caesarean, a wedding or another important life event. This is also a great way to choose an ideal name after divorce or marriage.
A 30 or 60 minute Custom Designed Session may be just what you need, You can pick and
choose how you spend your time. All sessions are done over the phone.

Future Forecast/Recap Session 60 Minutes $144 or 30 Minutes $82
This session is for people who have had a Full Numerology Session or a Current Numerology
Session and want to go over their chart or want to see what number energy is currently
influencing them or what is coming in the next year. All sessions are done over the phone

Your Personal Numerology Chart $38                                                                                                   
This is your personal Numerology chart that is calculated using your birth date and your name
at birth. It includes descriptions of each number calculated and summary information about
each number 1 through 9 and the Master Numbers 11, 22 and 33. This information is emailed to
you. A personal session is not included. If you later decide to purchase a personal session, the
cost of this session will be credited toward that session (within 6 months of purchase).           
Numerology and Coaching Packages:
	   2 Sessions $350 and 5 Sessions $650
These packages are one Full Numerology Session plus two or 5 follow up coaching sessions.
Using the knowledge from your Numerology session, you will work with Jamie to enhance your
personal energy, power and strengths that lead you to alignment with who you truly are, You
will examine blocks and challenges that are holding you back from living in your alignment
and ways to move beyond them. The coaching sessions are each 45 minutes and all sessions
are over the phone.               
**PAYMENT PLANS ARE AVAILABLE
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